
 

 

 

 
F&B Employee - Parttime 
  
Hotel De Hallen is situated in a former tram depot dating from 1902 – now one of Amsterdam’s 
finest industrial heritage sites. Blue steel and rusty highlights create an inspiring backdrop for each 
and every one of our guests. Imagine: spacious surroundings with an abundance of plants, an 
infusion of vintage Scandinavian furniture and design, and a contemporary art collection, 
handpicked by the owner. This 55-room hotel with an industrial look and feel has a beautiful lobby, 
meeting room in a boardroom set-up, bar, terrace, and adjoining restaurant Remise47. 
 

Who are we looking for?  
As a F&B Employee you and the team take care of an optimal hospitality and quality which suits 
Remise47 and Hotel De Hallen. This will contribute to a smooth operation and a work area which 
looks neat and tidy. You take care of the guests from welcome to departure. The guests will miss 
out on nothing due to your hospitable attitude and eye for detail. You have a passion for food and 
beverage and are delighted to involve the guests herein. Knowledge of dishes, wines and cocktails 
is a benefit.  
 
Our new colleague enjoys working in hospitality and sees a full terrace or restaurant as a challenge. 
We are looking for a team player and an enthusiastic, flexible, and service directed person. You 
always smile and know how to surprise our guests with an excellence service and nice small talk. 
You are curious, stress resistant, creative, and think in possibilities, also outside or your own 
department. Next to that, you have experience in the hospitality and you manage the Dutch and 
English language. 
 

What do we offer? 
We offer an awesome workplace at a trendy location, flexibility and a market conform salary. The 
working hours are flexible, as well on weekdays as in the weekend.  
 
Do you recognize yourself in the above stated profile and are you looking for a new job? Send your 
CV and motivation letter to Valerie Westen through Valerie@VondelHotels.com. 


